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PUBLIC Campus 
An international and home-grown who’s who of urban 
artists is turning Curtin University’s campus into canvas 
from April 4-10 as part of PUBLIC2016, FORM’s annual 
festival of art, urban activation and creative conversation.   

PUBLIC Campus offers the perfect opportunity for a 
sticky-beak at the best in contemporary street art action, 
all within a walkable area: live, on-site, and open-air.  

Look out for the talent giving ‘extramural’ a new meaning to some of 
Curtin’s most prominent buildings. From Perth, Amok Island, Chris Nixon, 
Hayley Welsh, Jae Criddle, Jessee Lee Johns, Kyle Hughes-Odgers, 
Liam Dee, and Stormie Mills. From the rest of the world, Add Fuel 
(Portugal), Borondo (Spain) Edoardo Tresoldi (Italy), HENSE (USA), Karim 
Jabbari (Tunisia), Millo (Italy), Rustam Qbic (Russia), and Tellas (Italy). 

In addition to the artworks taking shape on the buildings, there are guided 
artwork tours and artist speaker events.

And don’t forget to join us for the PUBLIC Campus wrap party on 
Saturday 9 April, 6-11pm at Lower Henderson.

@jaecriddlesignage

@jae_criddle

ARTIST PROFILES
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@nixoncreative
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@madefromwords

www.millo.biz
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www.tellas.org
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ABOUT form
FORM is an independent cultural organisation working to 
build a state of creativity in Western Australia. From making 
a neighbourhood feel welcoming and distinctive to finding 
our own aptitude and ambitions, creativity allows us to 
demand more of our environments, communities, each 
other, and ourselves. That’s why FORM devises programs 
like PUBLIC: simply, creativity for the public good. 

PUBLIC major partner:

Project initiated and
managed by FORM

FORM is supported by the Visual Arts 
and Crafts Strategy, an initiative of the 
Australian State and Territory Governments. 
FORM is assisted by the Australian 
Government through the Australia Council, 
its arts funding and advisory body. 

*Maps and installations accurate at the time of printing*
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